
Remy Ombre Human Hair Extensions Now
Available at SisHair.com

Ombre Remy Hair #1B/Blue/Green

Ombre Remy Hair #1B/Blue/Pink

Ombre hair has become a classic and
has a huge following among women.
SisHair.com now offers ombre hair with
over 30 different color options.

CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY, USA, June 12,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Ombre hair
has become a classic and has a huge
following among women. Whether you
have straight hair or curly hair, you can
easily find the ombre color that suits you
the best. It can look sophisticated and
elegant if you’re opting for a subtle style
or dramatic and bold if you use bright
colours that stand out.   As the leading
brand of human hair extensions industry,
SisHair.com recently lauched their new
series of ombre remy hair, featuring a
variety of colors, from the once popular
granny gray to the new #1B/Blue/Green
&  #1B/Blue/Pink.

https://www.sishair.com/product-
category/remy-hair/

Why choose ombre hair? there are at
least 5 reason, according to Amanda, the
sales manager of SisHair.com

1. Ombre hair is fun & stylish
As we know, solid hair shades are great.
However, sometimes, it may get a little
boring. Here, if you try Ombre or
balayage hair, you can notice the
difference. No doubt, Ombre has much
more fun.

2. Ombre hairstyles look better
The Ombre effect will give more life and volumn to your hair, if the two selected shades complement
each other well. The Ombre portion will make the details stand out a lot more and make the hairstyle
so much prettier when creating hairstyles. In fact, even a simple braid with color transition will look so
great.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.sishair.com/shop/
https://www.sishair.com/product-category/remy-hair/ombre-remy-hair/
https://www.sishair.com/product-category/remy-hair/
https://www.sishair.com/product-category/remy-hair/


3. Low maintenance
Ombre is a very easy way to grow out your roots. However, the dark roots that constantly grow out!
With Ombre hair, you don't need to worry about your roots at all.

4. Easy to transition from
What should you do if you want a change but you are uncertain if it suits you? With Ombre hair, you
don't need to worry for it's literally just half the hair that you would be trying it out on, which is a baby
step.  

5. No damage to your natural hair
Last but not least, you can get the Ombre look without coloring your hair! You can easily achieve the
Ombre look within 5 minutes by clipping your hair extensions. You can choose a more subtle blend
between the Ombre Chestnut shade.
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